Great User Experience
- Patented technologies that deliver high quality of service, no matter how challenging the environment
- Software that lets users connect devices quickly and easily
- Improved indoor cellular coverage (with neutral host)

Top Performance
- Visual troubleshooting tools, KPIs and predictive analytics that shorten time-to-fix
- Intuitive deployment and management without requiring intensive training
- LTE service that can be deployed like Wi-Fi

Lower TCO
- Wi-Fi APs that support users and traffic others typically require two or more APs to support
- "All-in-one" WLAN—no extras required
- Future-proof, resilient architectures

Ruckus builds access networks that get people and machines on the network easily, keep them on it reliably, and deliver the highest capacity, scalability and lower TCO.

Performance Networking You Can Count On
Dell EMC and Ruckus Networks have partnered to best serve organizations that place a premium on the connectivity experience. Our high-performance network infrastructure provides secure, reliable access to applications and services, no matter how tough the environment.

Transforming the Way People Network
The Ruckus product suite supports intuitive multi-site management via the cloud, eliminating the complexity and need for traditional on-site wireless controllers. Our indoor and outdoor wireless access points fit virtually any budget, performance requirement, or deployment scenario. Whether you’re challenged with high-client density, Wi-Fi-unfriendly building materials, or demanding end users, our access points provide secure and reliable access. Every Ruckus AP is packed with patented technologies that go beyond the everyday to ensure superior connections.

Industries
- U.S. Federal Government
- Higher Education
- Primary Education
- Hospitality
- Multi-Dwelling Units
- Public Venues
- Retail
- Small and Medium Business
- Smart Cities
- Service Provider
- Healthcare
- Enterprise
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